A Gift Guide for Dog Lovers
If you have a dog lover in your life, you may be stumped when it comes to giving them or their precious
pup gifts. But don’t fret! Your friends from Pacchetti Dog Park put together the following guide to help
you choose the perfect presents.

A Dog-Monitoring Camera
Is your dog lover constantly wondering what their dog is doing when they’re at work or out running
errands? Thanks to modern technology, you can help them check up on Fido whenever they want with
the convenience of a pet camera. These little recording devices connect with apps so your dog lover
can see what their pup is up to from the convenience of their smartphone. Some dog cameras even
allow you to dispense treats. How cool is that?

Dog Trackers
If safety is your dog lover’s number one concern, a high-tech dog tracker should be at the top of your
list. These are better than the standard microchip you can get at the vet’s office. Modern GPS trackers
show your dog lover exactly where their dog is if he goes out for an unapproved adventure. Many of
these trackers come as spiffy collars, so it’s kind of like two gifts in one. Every second counts when a
dog goes missing, but with a GPS tracker, your dog lover will have peace of mind because they’ll be
notified as soon as their dog escapes, and then they can easily round him up.

Spring for a Cleanup
If your dog lover is busy and overwhelmed with chores like yard work, why not splurge to get them
some help at the start of a season? This is really a two-fold gift. It provides the gift of time and the result
is a tidy lawn. It’s easy to find a local lawn care service that can spruce up your dog lover’s lawn in no
time, and keep to your budget. Just be sure to find a reputable contractor so you feel like your money is
being well spent!

Offer Your Time
Another great gift for the time-strained dog lover in your life is your help! By offering to walk their pup
every so often, your friend will be able to focus on necessary tasks and their dog will still get his
exercise. This type of gift is definitely easy on the wallet, and it gives you extra bonding time with your
dog lover’s other best friend. You can even make weekly trips to Pacchetti Dog Park, where your
friend’s pup can play freely and socialize with other dogs.

A New Dog Bed
If your dog lover is ready to reclaim their sleeping area from a bed-hog dog, it’s time to get their pup his
own bed! The latest dog beds are developed specifically for breeds of all sizes and provide ultimate
comfort, enough that he’ll prefer his bed over yours. If your dog lover needs a large dog bed, look for
one that has a border or back so their dog’s natural curve is supported while he rests.

Hands-Free Leash
If your dog lover is on a health kick, they might want to get out and run with their dog more. Make it
easier and more enjoyable with a hands-free leash that wraps around the waist so their arms are free to
propel them forward. Even when your dog lover is not running, holding onto a dog’s leash all the time
can be difficult. Hands-free leashes make it easier to enjoy morning strolls or trips to the dog park.

Puppy Weight Calculator
If the dog lover in your life recently adopted a puppy with the potential to become a large dog as an
adult, it can be fun to keep tabs on their growth. A puppy weight calculator can be a fun gift that helps
them track their dog’s weight and height as he matures. These types of calculators can also help keep
his portion size in check so that your dog lover doesn’t overfeed their new fur baby.

Pet Subscription Box
If your dog lover is a fan of gifts that just keep giving, why not give them a subscription to a pet-friendly
box delivery? These fun-filled packages come with toys, chews, treats, and more that they and their
dog will love. This is especially useful if their pup loves trying new things and then destroying them.

An Extra-Large Bone
Jumbo-sized bones are the classic present for all dog lovers. There’s nothing quite as satisfying as
watching a furry friend happily chew on their bone. There are a few other benefits, too. According to
The Honest Kitchen, raw bones can be a fantastic source of minerals and nutrients; they help clean a
dog’s teeth; and they curb unwanted chewing habits.
Dog owners are their own breed. Gift-giving becomes more about their four-legged family members
than it is about what they want! If you have a dog lover on your gift list, why not get them something
pup-themed they’ll love? A dog-monitoring camera or tracker helps keep tabs on where their pup is so
they can feel secure about his safety. A hands-free leash is perfect if they both could use a little
exercise. Or they could just have fun with a pet subscription box or the classic giant bone. Whatever
you get, don’t forget to take pictures!

